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New Rule to Require Disclosure of Audit
Engagement Partners
A regulation to be implemented January 31 in the U.S. requiring accounting �rms to
identify the principal engagement partner in corporate audits should be a solid plus
for investors and regulators, a new study suggests.
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for investors and regulators, a new study suggests. 

Currently, companies disclose the audit �rms overseeing their �nancial statements
but not the partner in charge, even though research has found aggressive or
conservative reporting styles to be associated with the engagement partner over and
above any in�uence of the accounting �rm involved.

Research reported in the current issue of Auditing: A Journal of Practice and Theory,
published by the American Accounting Association, breaks new ground in directly
assessing the effect of engagement partners on audit quality. In the process it makes
clear how the new rule could greatly help investors recognize situations ripe for
auditor con�ict-of-interest.

Such situations are particularly likely to occur, the study �nds, in interlock networks
that arise when a member of a client’s audit committee ful�lls the same function in
one or more companies that are also clients of the engagement partner. As the study
puts it, “audit partner dependence on fees from [such interlock networks] erodes
audit quality.”

As an example, a co-author of the study, Gary S. Monroe of UNSW Australia, points
out that in cases where an engagement partner earns over 10% of his or her annual
fees from a distressed company’s interlock network, the chance the �rm will receive a
going-concern opinion is less than half what it would be absent that degree of
dependence. “With that much reliance on interlock network fees,” he says, “the
probability of a going-concern opinion – that is, an opinion explicitly raising doubts
about the �rm’s future viability – is about 3.3%; without it, the probability is about
7.3%. Measured another way, it’s a difference between 4.3% and 10%. Either way, it’s
a big difference.”

Conducted by Prof. Monroe, his UNSW colleague Sarowar Hossain, Mark Wilson of
the Australian National University, and Christine Jubb of Swinburne University of
Technology, the study reveals the bene�ts of engagement-partner disclosure,
required in Australia since the 1970s. Comments Prof. Monroe: “Our results strongly
support requiring identi�cation of the engagement partner. Coupled with disclosure
of audit committee members and audit fees, it uniquely enables investors and
regulators to identify interlocking networks likely to impair audit quality – as, for
example, in willingness to issue a going-concern opinion.”

The paper’s �ndings assume particular importance, the professor adds, in view of
earlier research that revealed that investors take kindly to interlocks between audit
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committees and accounting �rms. “We found a signi�cant de�cit in audit quality
when interlocks involve the audit committee and audit engagement partner (AC-AP
links) but not when there were other kinds of interlocks – for example, those
between clients who share a common audit committee member and audit �rm but
not a common engagement partner. Our �ndings alert investors and regulators to
distinguish between those links and the dangers of the AC-AP link speci�cally.”

The study’s conclusions derive from an analysis of �nancial reporting by hundreds of
Australia-based public companies over a nine-year period. The analysis comprised
�ve varieties of interlocks among audit clients and two key measures of reporting
quality – 1) issuance of going-concern opinions for �nancially distressed companies
and 2) amount of discretionary accruals. Discretionary accruals are non-cash
accounting items that typically entail some element of guesswork (such as
predictions of future write-offs for bad debts or estimates of inventory) and that are
commonly associated with earnings manipulation.

Interlocks among audit clients were as follows:

■   common audit-committee member and common audit-�rm engagement partner

■   common audit-committee member and common audit �rm (but not engagement
partner)

■   common director not on audit committee and common audit-�rm engagement
partner

■   common director not on audit committee and common audit �rm (but not
engagement partner)

■   common audit-committee member but no common audit �rm or engagement
partner.

The �rst of these interlocks was uniquely associated with a low likelihood of going-
concern opinions (as indicated above) and also with a high level of discretionary
accruals. As Prof. Monroe explains, “In cases where engagement partners earned 10%
or more of their fees from interlock-network clients, a �rm’s discretionary accruals
amounted on average to 9.3% of its assets; without that dependence, the mean level
was 7.7%, almost one �fth lower.” As indicated above, high discretionary accruals are
commonly associated with low reporting quality.
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In sum, as Prof. Wilson observes, “knowing the speci�cs of interlocks between audit
committees and audit partners should be of considerable value to investors and
regulators beyond knowledge of the other links that U.S. �rms already disclose. By
controlling for these other interlocks, we have shown the impact of AC-AP links over
and above them.”

The new study, entitled “The Effect of Networked Clients’ Economic Importance on
Audit Quality,” is in the November/January issue of Auditing: A Journal of Practice
and Theory, published quarterly by the American Accounting Association, a
worldwide organization devoted to excellence in accounting education, research,
and practice. Other journals published by the AAA and its specialty sections
include Accounting Review, Accounting Horizons, Issues in Accounting Education,
Behavioral Research in Accounting, Journal of Management Accounting Research, Journal
of Information Systems, and The Journal of the American Taxation Association. In
addition, the AAA is inaugurating two additional publications, the Journal of
Financial Reporting and Journal of Forensic Accounting Research.
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